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1. LETTER UPON DELIVERY 

Dear Customer, 

      The Company IGI Spa compliments you for choosing its products and is sure that you will achieve the 
best possible performance from them.  

Before using this GEARLESS traction unit machine, Please read the present “operation and maintenance 
manual” carefully, in order to optimize the functional characteristics and eliminate any inconvenient that could 
arise from incorrect or non-compliant use of the same.  
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE  MACHINE 

The IGI 480 and IGI 630 are Gearless traction machines, synchronous permanent magnet, developed and 
designed for handling equipment to rope lift. 

The IGI 480 and IGI 630 Gearless traction unit can be used for systems with suspension 1:1 or higher.  

The motor IGI 480 and IGI 630 require for their operation of an inverter and an encoder (the encoder is 
supplied already installed on the machine). 

Specifiche encoder - Encoder specifications

Tipo - Type Assoluto - Absolute

Impulsi - Pulses 2048

Grado di protezione - Degree protection IP 54
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Dati Tecnici Freno RTW 350 - Brake Technical Data RTW 350

Coppia frenante - Brake torque 2X350  Nm

Tensione di alimentazione - Voltage 207  V

Sovra Alimentazione - Overexcitation NO

Potenza - Power 2X82  W

Dati Tecnici Freno RTW 600 - Brake Technical Data RTW 600

Coppia frenante - Brake torque 2X600  Nm

Tensione di alimentazione - Voltage 207  V

Sovra Alimentazione - Overexcitation NO

Potenza - Power 2X92  W
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3. DIMENSIONS G-1000 – G-1500  

The following are the dimensions of GEARLESS G-1000 traction unit. 
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The following are the dimensions of GEARLESS G-1500 traction unit. 
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4. MACHINE IDENTIFICATION 

For any communication with IGI Spa or our Distributors, always refer to the serial number of the drive unit and 
the data contained in the nameplate of the machine. 
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5. WARRANTY 

The warranty, unless other contractual arrangements, is governed by the following clauses: 

IGI Spa warrants its GEARLESS machines for a period of two years from the date of dispatch from its 
premises. In that period, IGI Spa will take over the replacement of any component found be defective. 

A component part can be considered as defective only if the defect has been verified and accepted by IGI 
Spa. 

The parts under warranty for repair or replacement, must be delivered to IGI Spa on DDU basis. 
The warranty becomes automatically void whether any of the following conditions may apply:  
-    The drive unit or its component parts have been subject to tampering; 
-    The application of the drive unit is different from the conditions of use indicated to IGI Spa at time of the 
order of the drive unit and also when it differs from the conditions of use stated on the IGI Spa technical 
catalogue and in this manual; 
- Lack of identification plates of the machine;  

Warranty doesn’t include operations and component parts subject to normal wear, such as: friction linings 
of the brakes, bearings, electric winding and hydraulic seals.    
The warranty does not cover or implies compensation whatsoever for any downtime or transport;  

Any warranty claim must be reported in detail to IGI Spa within 8 days after the first occurance of the 
defect, by e-mail or by fax; 
The IGI Spa company shall confirm by e-mail or fax the possible acceptance of the warranty claim and 
authorise the Customer for operating the repair or shall arrange for the intervention of IGI Spa 
Technicians. 

Any defective component part replaced by the Customer to remain available to IGI Spa for at least 30 
days, so as to enable it to carry out the necessary verifications, or it shall have to be sent directly to IGI 
Spa upon its written request. 

In no event IGI Spa recognizes charges for warranty repairs that were not approved in advance by itself. 

I any case it must be given the entire photographic documentation of the intervention performed, not only 
for the purposes of this document, but also for fiscal reasons and for enabling IGI Spa to correct and 
improve the quality and reliability of its machines. 
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6. GENERAL NOTE UPON DELIVERY 

The machines can be delivered either on pallets or into wooden boxes. 
In any case, when receiving the machine, always inspect the crating and verify its integrity. 

     -     Always check that the machine complies with the given specifications by checking the transport 
documents; 
     -     That the supply is matching the specifications of your order (check the delivery note and/or the packing 
list);  
     -     Also verify that no transport damages have occurred to the machine or its accessories. 

In case of  missing  or damaged parts, please timely inform the IGI Spa Company, the IGI Spa Agent and the 
forwarder who has handled the delivery. 

The spare part or accessories, are normally delivered in separated boxes. 
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7. SAFETY WARNINGS 

It is the Installer’s responsibility to make sure that both installation and maintenance are performed fulfilling the 
essential safety and health protection criteria. 
The Installer/Maintainer has to observe and keep updated about the accident prevention regulations and about 
its legal obligations to prevent injuries to people or to the product during its installation, maintenance or repair. 

The important warnings relating to safety and the warnings of danger are pinpointed by using the following 
symbols. 

 

When meeting these warnings, please proceed with great 
diligence and attention.  
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Definitions: 
        - INSTALLER and /or MAINTENANCE OPERATOR: 

Qualified Operator authorised by the Customer to perform the installation or the maintenance of the machines. 

8. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS 

WARNING: 
 
This machine must be installed in a locked room and only the Technical people 
authorised by the Customer can be allowed to enter in it. On the door of the room 
must be written as follows: 

  

Installers or maintenance personnel must be aware of the dangers 
associated with the machine and must have read and understood the 
safety precautions in this manual. 

Before installing the hoisting machine, the Customer must verify that the concrete slab and/or the support 
structures of the shifting loads and the winch meet the required safety factors. 
The Customer MUST also respect the distances from walls and from other machines in accordance with the 
directives and standards in force in the Country where the machine will be installed. 

 
LIFTING: 
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To move the gearless machine use a lifting 
system connected to the eyebolts on the 
gearless machine and a non-metallic strap 
wrapped around the motor, or use an adequately 
sized forklift to lift the winch a maximum of 30 cm 
off the floor and move the machine slowly. 

 
Use only the GEARLESS machine according to order specifications and technical data 
on its nameplate. 

When the current in the motor is OFF, the same is not able to generate torque. In this 
condition, if the brake is left open and the cabin can accelerate in an uncontrolled way. 
For this reason it is recommended to short the windings of the motor when the power is 
OFF. The engine will develop as a braking torque proportional to the speed of rotation and 
the current that circulates in the windings will be comparable with the nominal one. In this 
way we obtain a braking effect comparable to that of a conventional reducer (is thus 
prevented the masses to accelerate in an uncontrolled way). 
The short-circuit must be done through the main contacts of the contactors (given that the 
current is about the nominal value of the motor). 
NEVER CONNECT THE COILS IN SHORTCIRCUIT IF THE CURRENT ISN'T OFF. 

 
Check the correct connection of the temperature sensors that are located within the 
windings. 

 
The components and elements that ensure the safety (brakes, guards, etc ...) should 
NEVER be removed and/or bypassed. 

 
In relation to the conditions of use the surface of gearless machine can be very hot. 
Danger of burning. 
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In proximity of the machine there are high magnetic fields. PLEASE KEEP AT SAFE 
DISTANCE ANY ELECTROMEDICAL EQUIPMENT (SUCH AS PACEMAKERS) TO 
AVOID FAILURES. It is also recommended not to wear watches. 

9. TRANSPORT AND WAREHOUSING 

WARNING 
POTENTIAL IMPACT CRUSHING AND ABRASION 
The personnel handling the winch must have read the safety instructions of this manual 
and must wear personal protective equipment. 
The gearless machine is delivered by IGI Spa in crates or on pallets wrapped in protective 
plastic bag. 

 
Never move the boxes by dragging them, but raising them. Do not remove the machine 
from its packaging before placing it as close as possible to the final positioning. 
To move the box to use a crane ropes or a fork lift, fork length of adequate capacity. 

 
The forks, also, must be positioned apart, so as to avoid tipping over. 

 
If the machine is shipped on a pallet, for handling with the crane using a sling of adequate 
capacity so that the ropes or lifting chains are vertical and do not damage parts of the 
machine. 
            

WARNING! 

 1. During handling, remember the following: 
               - proceed slowly 
               - not to raise too much the crate from the ground, unless for overceeding 
                 obstacles, and 30 cm max. 
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               - The crate shall have to be placed on the ground slowly. 

 
2. For unpacking the crate begin with the opening of its box, by means of adequate tools. 
After that, when the packaging is made of a box, remove the side walls, removing the 
nails from its pallet. When the machine is unpacked, DO NOT RELEASE THE PACKING 
MATERIAL IN THE ENVIRONMENT, but recycle it or allocate it to recycling companies. 

3. Once taken off the wall of the packaging, check with the delivery note and your order 
that the supply matches them. 
In case of mismatch detected with the order, immediately notify the IGI Spa or its Agent. 
When necessary, please behave as described under the chapter "General notes on 
delivery". 

In handling the gearless machine, once removed from its packaging, use a crane or a 
wide forks forklift of appropriate range, suspending the machine using the supplied 
eyebolts and a non-metal band around the motor. 

WARNING! 
 

Make sure that the range of operation of the mean of transport which moves the gearless 
machine (danger zone) there are no exposed people. 

        
During long periods in storage, leave the machine on its pallet and make sure it is enough 
protected (at least with waterproof housing) so as to avoid the oxidation of internal and/or 
external components of the machine. 
Remember that the oxidation of the shafts or of other mechanical component parts 
reduces their fatigue strength. 

The maximum time for the storage of the machine is equal to one year. 
Storage temperature to be kept between +20°C/ +60°C. 

Always check the free rotation of the gearless machine before installing it (UNLOCK THE BRAKE FOR THIS 
PURPOSE). See, if necessary, the manual included in the supply of the machine. 

During this operation, pay attention to the presence of noise produced by the gearless traction unit. In case of 
noise, please immediately stop the machine. 
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10. INSTALLATION NOTE 
 

WARNING! 
The place within which the gearless machine is installed must have the following 
characteristics: 

- It has to be dry and not dusty (essential to avoid electrochemical corrosion of 
mechanical parts). If necessary, clean the machine room before installation of the 
machine/clean the electrical parts from any moisture. 

- It must be ventilated: the room must have adequate openings or conditions allowing a 
change of air sufficient to dissipate the heat transferred from machine. 
- The room temperature must be between 5 ° C and 40 ° C. Maximum humidity 95%, 
without moisture if +1000 mt. O.S.L. For different temperature values, pleas refer to IGI 
Spa. 
- The Customer has to verify that in the place where the gearless traction unit is to be 
installed, the wiring of the network have adequate wire size, proper grounding and 
sufficient installed power. 
- The machine installation, electrical connections and adjustments to optimize the system 
must be performed by qualified and experienced personnel. 

 
The traction unit gearless must always be positioned in the upper part of the support 
beam. NO OTHER POSITION WILL BE CONSIDERED AS VALID. The surface of the 
substrate should provide a suitable rigidity and strength to withstand the loads applied to 
the machine. 
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The GEARLESS machine admits systems with ropes in vertical and horizontal 
configuration.  
                          

 
During the assembly and/or handling, the moving and/or delicate parts (brake, encoder) 
must be protected against accidental bumps and dust. 

 

No welding should be done on the gearless machine (or during installation, or other 
conditions). The welding can damage moving parts, bearings and magnets. 

 
Allow a minimum of 80 mm of space between the encoder and the wall, so that is always 
accessible for maintenance and / or replacement. 

11. ELECTRICAL CONNECTION 

 
All and any electrical connections must be performed with the main switch in the “OFF” 
position. 

Use shielded cables (max. lenght 15m). The shield of the cable must be connected to the 
inverter. 
                           

ELECTRIC MOTOR 

Following the diagram included in this manual, perform the electrical connection of the motor to the inverter, 
paying attention to the correct connection of the phases U, V, W and of the grounding. 
DO NOT CONNECT THE MACHINE DIRECTLY TO THE NETWORK. FEEDING HAS TO BE THROUGH AN 
APPROPRIATED ELECTRONIC CONVERTER. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

The motor is manufactured using permanent magnets whose maximum operating 
temperature is 180°C. By exceeding such limit the magnets may loose their magnetic 
features, thus modifying the performance of the machine. 
The copper winding insulation is limited to 155°C.  
For the technical features of the PTC sensors, please refer to the following table: 
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TERMISTORI/Thermistors 
T < 130 °C  550 Ohm 

T > 130 °C  4 Ohm 

The motor is protected by PTC thermal resistors. 
The thermistors MUST BE CONNECTED ONLY TO A SPECIFIC CONTROLLER. 
The non correct connection of the thermistors produces their immediate burning. 
The maximum allowed feeding voltage is of 2,5 VDC. 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTION DIAGRAM 

 

  Clamps:  
- U, V, W  power cables; 
- PTC  Thermal probe cables; 
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- N, L  PTO cables and Fan cables; 
- BR1, BR2 coil cables; 
- S1NO, S1CM, S1NC, S2NO, S2CM, S2NC  brake microswitches cables. 

ENCODER 

The encoder ECN 1313 is of the absolute type with EnDat01 interface protocol. For the connection of the 
encoder to the inverter, please refer to the chart below (taken from the catalogue HEIDENHAIN ) 

 

A shielded cable must be used to connect the encoder. 
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The encoder is supplied as STD with 5m shielded cable without connector. The machine comes with PHASED 
ENCODER. 

The pins or cables must not be touched. 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 

The encoder contains components that can be damaged by electrostatic discharge. 
The maintenance personnel must therefore pay attention to the components that come 
into contact with it. 
The body of those who come into contact with the encoder must be discharged (touching 
something metal on the ground). 
  
 
The pins or cables must not be touched. 
The pins or unused cables must not be busy. 

The encoder must not be disassembled in order not to lose the machine setting. If the 
encoder is removed, it is necessary to re-phase it with the inverter. (SEE the encoder 
manual for the right procedure). 

Encoder cables color 

 

Encoder cables color for Fuji 
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ELECTROMAGNETIC BRAKE 

The GEARLESS traction unit are supplied with an adjusted electromagnetic brake. 
The electromagnetic brake is the physical braking device for the IGI Spa GEARLESS G-1000 and G-1500 
gearless machines. 
This device is open (gearless shaft free) when fed and is closed (gearless shaft braked) in case of power 
failure. 
The brake is powered with a DC supply to achieve a suitably rapid brake activation time in case of an 
emergency. Always refer to the electromagnetic brake manual attached to this manual. 
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The present instructions do not in any way replace the technical documentation of 
the brake supplied with the traction unit. Please always refer to it. 

The brake device can be fed by DC supply accordingly to the voltage required by the Customer. 
Carry out the electrical connections connecting the brake's output cable to the power supply of the control 
panel. The reversal of the polarity does not change the operation of the brake. 
The section of the connection cables must be suitable to prevent a sudden rise of voltage between the source 
and the brake. Tolerance of the supply voltage to the terminals of the brake is +5% / -10%. 
The brake must be protected from surges using varistors. The varistors are supplied with the machine. 
The brake is designed to work in a static mode. The dynamic braking is limited only to emergency braking and 
test braking. The brake does nor replace the safety braking system used during the descent of the elevator. 

The correct use does not lead to significant wear of the fiction material. 

Mechanical release of the brake is not possible. The brake release occurs only with its power supply. 
The manual release is possible only if the brake release levers are present (available on request). 
The brake has been designed with IP10 protection level for operating in dry conditions. The friction material 
must not come into contact with any type of oil, grease, or abrasive powder. 
If the pads require replacement, please refer to technical documentation of the brake supplied with the traction 
unit. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC BRAKE INSTALLATION 
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(From Mayr catalogue) 
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(From Mayr catalogue)  
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(From Mayr catalogue)  
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(From Mayr catalogue)  
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(From Mayr catalogue)  
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(From Mayr catalogue)  
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(From Mayr catalogue)  
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(From Mayr catalogue)  
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(From Mayr catalogue)  

 

(From Mayr catalogue) 
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(From Mayr catalogue) 
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12. MAINTENANCE 

Before performing any maintenance operations, READ CAREFULLY "Safety requirements" of this manual. 
Operations of installation and/or maintenance can be done only by competent personnel, authorised to access 
the machinery and having the necessary equipment and instruments. 

WARNING! 
 

Before starting any installation and/or maintenance operations, you must pay attention 
to the safety prescriptions shown below in order to avoid accidents and damage to the 
product components: 

-  Make sure you have the appropriate personal protection equipment (helmet, body hardness, gloves,   
safety shoes). 
-  Secure the equipment and other objects to avoid accidental falls from a height. Make sure that there is 
no power before working on electrical equipment. 
-   Install the electrical system and/or the connections only after reading the relative instructions. 
-   Before starting the installation, check the structural and space limitations where the 
installation / maintenance operations will be done. 
-  Where, when and what assembly/maintenance procedures can be or should be 
activated must be considered. 
-  Take account beforehand of all the substantial limitations that may regard the various operation phases; 
and do not start work without first evaluating the consequences. 

 
The installer/maintenance engineer must provide a maintenance plan in relation to the 
use characteristics of the gearless machine. 
The routinary maintenance of the gearless hoist is limited to: 

-     General cleaning of the GEARLESS machine (no compressed air); 
-   Brake adjustment (brake closed, SYSTEM OUT OF SERVICE) and wear evaluation of the brake 
materials; 
-     Valuation and check of the wear and tear state of the pulley cable seats. 

WARNING! 

 
The gearless machine MUST NEVER BE OPENED. 
The bearings are lubricated for life (no maintenance required). Specialised personnel are 
required for the replacement of the bearings. 
See the specific instructions for the removal of the pulley and encoder.  
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13. ENCODER REPLACEMENT 

Before replacing the encoder: 

                            
                         - Read the chapter “Safety Prescriptions”. 
    

 
                          - Disconnect the electrical power supply to the GEARLESS 

The present instructions do not in any way replace the technical documentation of the 
encoder supplied with the machine. 

  
                           Always refer to the encoder manual supplied with the GEARLESS machine. 

Disassembly of the HEIDENHAIN encoder: 

       1.   Loosen the screw on the outer ring with an Allen key and remove the cover on the rear; 
       2.   Unscrew the central screw M5x50 by 1-2 turns (approx. 360-720°); 
       3.  Proceed with one of two disassembly options. The first implies using an M10 screw; the second the  
introduction of an M5 screw or dowel before using the M10 screw (where the encoder is removed several 
times, please select the second option to preserve the integrity of the thread). 
       4.   Unscrew the M10 and M5 screw/s and remove the encoder from its position. 
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(From HEIDENHAIN catalogue)  

Assembly of the HEIDENHAIN encoder: 

1. Place the encoder inside the housing, taking care to centre the cone properly. 
2. Tighten the central M5x50 screw with a torque of 5 Nm. 
3. Position the encoder cover. 
4. Tighten the screw on the outer ring with an Allen wrench and a torque of 1.25 Nm; 
5.  Once the positioning of the encoder is complete the timing procedure with the inverter must be 
repeated (REFER TO THE INVERTER MANUAL FOR THE CORRECT PROCEDURE). 
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(From HEIDENHAIN catalogue)  
14. TRACTION SHEAVE DISASSEMBLY 

Before removing the traction sheave: 
 

 - Read the chapter “Safety Prescriptions”. 
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  - Disconnect the electrical power supply to the GEARLESS machine. 

  
 
                                    - Place the system out of range. 

 
Before removing the traction sheave, remove the safeties, the rope guards and cables 
from the machine. 

Removal of the traction sheave: 

1. Unscrew the 3 screws holding the pulley M10x25 with the appropriate key and remove the washer; 
2. Insert a disk of 60 mm diameter steel washer between the shaft and 6 mm high pulley. The disk is not 

supplied with the traction sheave.  
3. Screw the traction pulley screws into the outer holes of the washer.  
4. Tighten the screws M10x25 until the traction pulley moves away from the shaft. 

Assembling the pulley: 

1. Clean the pulley and the crankshaft cone. Both parts must be free of dirt or lubricating grease.  
2. Insert the key in the appropriate shaft seat. 
3. Insert the pulley on the shaft making the hub groove concide with the key. Screw the M10x25 screws 

on the shaft into the inner holes of the washer. Use the thread lock. Do not forget the screws.  
4. Tighten the screws evenly in two steps: 
- Fixing torque step 1: 50 Nm 
- Fixing torque step 2: 79 Nm 
6.   Secure the rope guard. 
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